We have observed the azimuthal switching at the interface of nematic liquid crystals ͑LCs͒ and the aligning substrate, induced by the planar electric field of a fine comb electrode. Optical transmittance as a function of applied voltage was modeled by both the elastic theory with rigid anchoring and the Landau-de Gennes theory with the interfacial energy expression 1/2Wtr͓(Q J ϪQ J 0 ) 2 ͔, where Q J is the liquid crystal order parameter and Q J 0 is the surface order parameter induced by the aligning substrate. Optical data on the in-plane switching LC cells were found to differ qualitatively with the predictions of the rigid anchoring model but to agree well with those of the Landau-de Gennes theory. We obtain not only the strength W of the azimuthal anchoring, but also find the surface order parameter S surface to be 20-30 % less than that of the bulk. In recent years, IPS ͑in-plane switching͒ techniques have been used to realize a type of liquid crystal display ͑LCDs͒ with high contrast and wide viewing angles ͓1,2͔. IPS is generally achieved by using planar electric field generated by comb electrodes with a stripe width ͑orseparation͒ of ϳ10 m. There are two IPS mechanisms. In the rigid anchoring limit, the liquid crystal ͑LC͒ director at the substrate-LC interface is fixed, and IPS occurs through the twist of the LC director in a thin boundary layer next to the substrate. Alternatively, the interfacial anchor can be broken so that the IPS occurs partly through the reorientation of the surface director. In the latter case, the voltage dependence of optical transmittance contains information on the azimuthal surface anchoring strength. In this work, we propose to utilize IPS with narrow electrode stripes ͑ϳ1 m͒ as a microscopic probe to measure the azimuthal anchoring strength through optical means. Here the small electrode width ensures the planar electric field to be confined within a thin surface layer, hence increasing the sensitivity to the field-induced local interfacial variations. Data on optical transmittance versus voltage were found to differ qualitatively with the predictions of the rigid anchoring model but to agree well with the results of simulations assuming finite azimuthal anchoring strength.
In recent years, IPS ͑in-plane switching͒ techniques have been used to realize a type of liquid crystal display ͑LCDs͒ with high contrast and wide viewing angles ͓1,2͔. IPS is generally achieved by using planar electric field generated by comb electrodes with a stripe width ͑orseparation͒ of ϳ10 m. There are two IPS mechanisms. In the rigid anchoring limit, the liquid crystal ͑LC͒ director at the substrate-LC interface is fixed, and IPS occurs through the twist of the LC director in a thin boundary layer next to the substrate. Alternatively, the interfacial anchor can be broken so that the IPS occurs partly through the reorientation of the surface director. In the latter case, the voltage dependence of optical transmittance contains information on the azimuthal surface anchoring strength. In this work, we propose to utilize IPS with narrow electrode stripes ͑ϳ1 m͒ as a microscopic probe to measure the azimuthal anchoring strength through optical means. Here the small electrode width ensures the planar electric field to be confined within a thin surface layer, hence increasing the sensitivity to the field-induced local interfacial variations. Data on optical transmittance versus voltage were found to differ qualitatively with the predictions of the rigid anchoring model but to agree well with the results of simulations assuming finite azimuthal anchoring strength.
It is well known that away from the surface layer, on the order of a few tenths of microns, LC can be accurately modeled by the elastic theory, with the LC director as the only spatially-dependent variable. Hence for the rigid anchoring model, where the director twist occurs through a length scale much larger than the surface layer, the elastic theory suffices. However, if the IPS occurs through reorientation of the surface director, then the properties of surface layer would have to be taken into account. It is known that within the surface layer there can be significant variation in the ͑scalar͒ liquid crystalline order ͓3-6͔, and the elastic theory is no longer adequate. Also, the planar electric field applied through the comb structure means that it is necessary to go beyond the usual one-dimensional ͑1D͒ model, where the electric field is assumed to be uniform and parallel to the substrate plane. In particular, in the surface layer, the LC tensorial order parameter ͑containing both the LC director and the scalar order parameter͒ is coupled to the Laplace equation through the anisotropic dielectric constant. The spatially dependent anisotropic LC dielectric constant tensor is then determined self-consistently by minimizing the total free energy. The resulting optical characteristics of the cell are calculated and compared with experiments. In the case of soft anchoring, the anchoring strength is obtained as one of the two fitting parameters.
Consider a coordinate system, where the x-y plane is parallel to the substrate surface, with the y axis along the electrode stripes, and z axis pointing from the lower substrate towards the upper substrate. Since the length of the electrode stripes is large compared with the separation between adjacent stripes and the cell thickness, the LC cell is assumed to be uniform in the y direction. Hence, the problem is 2D in character and periodic along the x direction.
In the presence of externally applied field, the total free energy F of the system may be written in the dimensionless form ͓7͔
where the Landau-de Gennes bulk free energy B and the free energy E ͑resulting from the coupling between the nematic liquid crystal and the electric field͒ are expressed as 
where W is the surface anchoring strength and Q J 0 is the tensorial interfacial order parameter. By assuming uniaxiality,
, where S surface is the surface order and n ជ 0 is the surface director. The surface potential imposes a penalty ͑for WϾ0) on these configurations that fail to align at the boundary with Q J 0 . It should be noted that in general, the surface potential depends on the polar angle and azimuthal angle . Here is the angle between the LC director and the substrate surface, and is the angle between the projection of the director on the substrate plane and the x axis. The polar anchoring strength is usually much stronger than the azimuthal anchoring strength, and should be represented by a separate expression. Here we assume that the polar angle is fixed at the pretilt angle of PI. That leaves only the weaker azimuthal anchoring energy to be determined.
It should be noted that the elastic continuum theory of liquid crystals can be obtained from the Landau-de Gennes theory by treating the scalar order parameter as having no spatial variation. Hence, the free energy depends only on the director n ជ :
where k 11 , k 22 , and k 33 are the splay, twist, and bend Frank elastic constants, respectively. The electrical potential satisfies the Laplace equation
where the LC ͑static or low frequency͒ dielectric tensor J ϭ a ϩ 2 3 ␦ a Q J with 0 ϭ( ʈ ϩ2 Ќ )/3. The boundary condition is given by ϭV/2 and ϭϪV/2 on alternate electrode stripes on the bottom substrate ͑Fig. 1͒, each 1 m in width, with center to center separation of 2 m. The top substrate does not have the comb structure and is grounded. Both the top and bottom substrates are rubbed along the same ͑stripe͒ direction. Numerical simulation of IPS proceeds through a two-part iterative process whereby the solution for the electric potential is obtained from the Laplace Eq. ͑6͒, assuming a fixed Q J ͑or n ជ for the elastic theory͒ configuration, determined initially by minimizing the LC free energy at V ϭ0. The Q J (n ជ ) configuration is then updated by using the conjugate gradient method, assuming a fixed potential distribution obtained previously. These two parts are repeated within each step until consistency is achieved. Optical characteristics are then calculated by using an extension of the 4ϫ4 matrix method of Berreman ͓15͔. This is because the original Berreman approach applies only to the propagation of polarized light in a stratified media, i.e., media that are uniform in their dielectric properties in each x-y plane. Due to the comb electrodes, this assumption is no longer valid. In the Appendixes, we outline our extension of the Berreman approach. We have used the generalized matrix approach to calculate light transmittance in our 2D liquid crystal cells, using the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices of n 0 ϭ1.5074 and n e ϭ1.6661 ͓11͔. It turns out that because the x-y inhomogeneities ͑due to the comb electrodes͒ exist only in a thin layer, the diffraction effect is very weak. Thus in what follows the transmittance is defined to be the zeroth order component. There is no special difference in treating the electrical potential in the case of the elastic theory, except the dielectric tensor is now expressed as J(r ជ)ϭ Ќ ϩ␦ a n ជ (r ជ)n ជ (r ជ).
By using photolithographical techniques, we have etched comblike ITO ͑indium tin oxide͒ electrodes on one substrate ͑see the schematic shown in Fig. 1͒ . The area of the comblike electrode is 5ϫ5 mm. PI was coated onto the ITO by spin coating, and cured at 250°C for 1.5 h. Typically this process resulted in 400 Å thick films. These films were then rubbed using the standard rubbing machines. Cells with a thickness of 7 m were assembled with rubbing directions aligned along the electrode stripes. Two polarizers were employed at the entrance and the exit of LC cells, with the polarization direction of the entrance polarizer along the electrode stripes and that of the exit polarizer perpendicular to the electrode stripes. Thus, the initial Vϭ0 state is dark.
In the experiments, we used 5CB without any chiral dopant. Two types of polyimide ͑both from Merck͒ with different pretilt angle were used to align the LC molecules: CU-2012 with a low pretilt angle ͑about 1°͒, and SN-7321 with a high pretilt angle ͑about 11°͒.
To obtain optical transmittance T as a function of applied voltage V, we used a He-Ne laser ͑632.8 nm͒ with 2 mW output power as the light source. The output signal was detected with a silicon photodiode. The experimental setup is shown schematically in the inset to To explain the experimental data, we first use the rigid anchoring condition and the elastic continuum theory, calculated with k 11 ϭ7.6ϫ10 Ϫ12 N, k 22 ϭ5.1ϫ10 Ϫ12 N, and k 33 ϭ7.6ϫ10 Ϫ12 N. It was found that the predicted optical transmittance, shown as dashed lines in Figs. 2 and 3 , has a relatively sharp onset as a function of voltage. This behavior is in disagreement with the experimental data but nevertheless understandable by comparison with the well-known Freedericksz transition. That is, the Fréedericksz transition represents an abrupt orientational onset when the ͑electric͒ field coherence length becomes comparable to, or smaller than, the LC cell thickness. Here the LC cell thickness is replaced by the vertical range above the substrate ᐉ in which there is significant magnitude of the planar electric field. From electrostatics, ᐉ should be on the order of periodicity along x ͑2 m͒. With rigid anchoring, the IPS is achieved through director twist over a scale defined by ᐉ. The relatively sharp onset is, therefore, a reflection of the Fréedericksz-like character. It should be noted that the sharp onset of the Fréedericksz transition is independent of the elastic constants' magnitude. Changing the elastic constants' values would only vary the onset voltage.
To simulate the IPS through the soft-anchoring approach, 20 discrete voltage values were chosen for fitting the V-T experimental results. Two fitting parameters, ϭS surface /S bulk and Kϭ for CU-2012, ϭ0.68 and Kϭ5.07ϫ10
If there is no order parameter variation ͑i.e., S surface ϭS bulk ), Eq. ͑4͒ reduces to the standard Rapini-Papoular expression, and K is the usual azimuthal anchoring strength. It is seen that the agreement between theory and experiment is excellent, with values of K in the range of previously measured values of azimuthal anchoring strength ͑via mechanical means͒ obtained on rubbed polyimide surfaces ͓16͔. These results present convincing evidence that director reorientation has indeed occurred at the LC-substrate interface, thereby providing a means of measuring the azimuthal anchoring strength through optical transmittance. In Fig. 4 , we plot the attendant azimuthal angle variation of LC directors in the middle of the two LC cells.
It is also seen that there is a small difference between K SN-7321 and K CU-2012 , but a significant difference between and CU-2012 . In both cases, we found that S surface is 20%-30% less than S bulk . That is, the rubbed PI substrate decreases significantly the liquid crystalline order in the interfacial layer. Thus the optical approach, coupled with IPS, offers a more complete picture, as well as a relatively convenient measurement method for the azimuthal anchoring strength and the related surface order. This research was supported by CERG Grant No. HKUST6133/97P and the Hong Kong Innovation and Technology Fund.
APPENDIX A
In our 2D geometry, ↔ ͑dielectric constant tensor͒ is independent of the y spatial component and periodic along the x axis, i.e., ↔ (xϩ P,y,z)ϭ ↔ (x,y 0 ,z), where P is the period. The incident light is a plane wave given by
Ϫi͑tϪx/cϪy/c ͒ϩik zi z , where E ជ i0 and H ជ i0 are constant vectors and k zi ϭ(/c)ͱ1Ϫ 2 Ϫ 2 Ͼ0 ͓without the loss of generality, we assume that the incidence plane is zϭ0 and the exit plane is zϭd(Ͼ0)]. In Eq. ͑A1͒ E ជ (x,y,z,t) and H ជ (x,y,z,t) are the electromagnetic-field vectors with their respective conventional connotations. The angular frequency is related to the wavelength in vacuum 0 , and the speed of light c, and the wavenumber k 0 by the relation ϭ2c/ 0 ϭck 0 .
From the periodicity of the dielectric constant and Eq. ͑A1͒, the electromagnetic fields can be expressed in the Bloch-wave representation:
where
From Maxwell equations, we obtain the following relation: 
where the matrix elements 
Ϫ( P/2)ϩ( P/N),Ϫ( P/2)ϩ2(P/N),...,Ϫ( P/2)ϩ(N Ϫ2)(P/N),Ϫ( P/2)ϩ(NϪ1)(P/N)͔ and defining
we obtain the following relation from Eq. ͑A4͒: 
͑A8͒
By discretizing the LC component of the cell ͑with thickness h͒ into M layers, the transmittance matrix can be expressed by
͑A9͒
The total transmittance matrix can be expressed by
where T electrode -c , T electrode -p , and T Pl are the constant transmittance matrices of the comb-like ITO electrode layer at the bottom of the LC cell, the layered ITO electrode layer at the top of the LC cell, and the PI layer, respectively. We define i , r , and t to be the 4N-component vectors of the incident light, reflective light, and transmitted light of the LC cell, respectively. The transmittance matrix relates the total field vectors at the incident plane to the field vectors at the exit plane. That is,
From Eq. ͑A3͒, we can rewrite the vector of the electromagnetic field as follows:
where (nϭ0,...,NϪ1) ͑N being the number of uniformly spaced discrete points͒ and ͓xϭϪP/2,Ϫ( P/2)ϩ( P/N),
It is noted that e i(2/ P)nx (nϭ0,...,NϪ1) constitutes a complete set of discrete orthogonal functions.
The reflected electromagnetic fields can be expressed as 
͑A15͒
The transmitted electromagnetic fields can be expressed as
where ẑ denotes the unit vector along the z axis,
e ជ t,n ϭ(e t,n,x ,e t,n,y ,e t,n,z ) and h ជ t,n ϭ(h t,n,x ,h t,n,y ,h t,n,z ) are constant vectors, and
͑A18͒
From the orthogonality of e i(2/ P)nx (nϭ0,...,NϪ1) and Maxwell equations, we have the following relations:
From Eqs. ͑A15͒ and ͑A19͒, we know that h r,n,x and h r,n,y can be represented by a linear combination of e r,n,x and e r,n,y ͓see Eq. ͑B9͒ in Appendix B͔. Thus H ជ N,x,r (zϭ0) ͓rep-resenting the N-dimensional vector in Eq. ͑A5͒ of the reflected magnetic field, the same notation is used below͔ and H ជ N,y,r (zϭ0) can be expressed in terms of E ជ N,x,r (zϭ0) and E ជ N,y,r (zϭ0) as
where A r , B r , C r , and D r are NϫN constant matrices obtainable from Eq. ͑B9͒ in Appendix B. From Eqs. ͑A18͒ and ͑A19͒, the similar relation for the transmitted field is given by
where A t , B t , C t , and D t are NϫN constant matrices. ͓see Eq. ͑B9͒ in Appendix B͔. Therefore, r and t can be expressed, respectively, by
Combining Eqs. ͑A11͒ and ͑A20͒, we obtain the reflected fields at the incidence plane and the transmitted fields at the exit plane. It is noted that the present approach can be simply extended to the 3D case with ( J and J being the dielectric constant tensor and permittivity tensor respectively, P x and P y being the periodicities along the x and y directions, respectively͒.
APPENDIX B
Here we derive the relevant matrix elements used in Appendix A from the Maxwell equations. 
